YOUR DATA. OUR MISSION.
Our unified data security platform is engineered from the ground up
to protect your data from insider threats and cyberattacks.

Prevent data breaches
Detect and investigate anomalous
behavior, privilege escalations,
and unauthorized access to your
core data stores: file servers, email
systems, Active Directory.

Reduce Risk
Identify your most sensitive data,
see where it's overexposed, track
who can and does access it, and
safely lock it down to a least
privilege model.

Achieve Compliance
Demonstrate compliance with
built-in reports and a searchable
audit trail of data access and
authorization process. Help meet
requirements for GDPR, PCI-DSS,
HIPAA, GLBA, SOX, and more.

Security Analytics with Deep Data Context
Varonis is a pioneer in data security and analytics, specializing in software for data security,
governance, compliance, classification, and threat analytics.
Confidently answer the question “Is my data safe?” with continuous monitoring and
alerting on your core data and systems. Varonis is the only solution that combines data
classification and access governance with UEBA, giving our threat models richer context
and more accurate alerts.
We protect your data wherever it lives.
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Trusted by thousands
of enterprises to protect
their sensitive data

Varonis works across the whole organization. It works
with our infrastructure, our Active Directory, it works
on all the hardware and software we have. It’s allowed
us to see what goes on – and see what’s out there.
We were able to detect and disable a ransomware
infection within 10 minutes of an attack.

- Wade Sendall, Vice President of IT

DATADVANTAGE
DATA AUDIT & PROTECTION

DATA CLASSIFICATION ENGINE
SENSITIVE CONTENT DISCOVERY

DatAdvantage maps who can (and who does) access
data across file and email systems, shows where
users have too much access, and safely automates
changes to access control lists and groups.

The Data Classification Engine discovers
and identifies sensitive, regulated, & stale data with
built-in patterns, predefined categories, customizable
regexes and dictionaries.

Visualize risk, lock down sensitive data, and get full
visibility and control across your on-premises and
cloud-based data stores on a unified platform.

GDPR PATTERNS
REGULATED DATA CLASSIFICATION

DATALERT
SECURITY ANALYTICS

GDPR Patterns automatically identifies and classifies that
falls under the EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR).

DatAlert detects suspicious activity and prevents
data breaches across platforms, visualizes risk, and
prioritizes investigation.

DATAPRIVILEGE
DATA ACCESS GOVERNANCE

VARONIS EDGE
PERIMETER TELEMETRY
Varonis Edge analyzes perimeter devices like DNS,
VPN, and Web Proxy - applying blended context to
activity and alerts in your core data stores.
AUTOMATION ENGINE
AUTOMATED REMEDIATION
The Automation Engine discovers undetected
security gaps and automatically repairs them: fixing
hidden security vulnerabilities like inconsistent ACLs
and global access to sensitive data.

DataPrivilege gives business users the power to
review and manage permissions, groups, and access
certification, while automatically enforcing business
rules.
DATA TRANSPORT ENGINE
DATA RETENTION AND MIGRATION
Data Transport Engine automatically finds, moves,
archives, quarantines, or deletes data based on content
type, age, access activity, and more.
DATANSWERS
ENTERPRISE SEARCH AND DISCOVERY
DatAnswers analyzes content, file system activity,
permissions and other metadata to provide relevant
search results.
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